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ABUS WingBack Goldfish
Orange L road helmet

Price 94.63 €

Previous price 126.51 €

Availability
Availability 5-14 days

Number 50023984

Producer code 0093861

EAN 4003318980763

Product description

ABUS is a company that plays an important role in the bicycle market by providing high-quality security solutions for bicycles.
Their products are valued by both professional cyclists and everyday bicycle users for their effectiveness, durability and
innovation. The company is known for constantly adapting its offerings to meet the changing needs of the market. It offers
security features of varying degrees to meet the expectations of different user groups, from urban cyclists to mountain bikers.
In addition, ABUS is committed to bicycle safety education and actively participates in campaigns to promote protection
against bicycle theft. These activities allow the brand not only to provide products, but also to act as a thought leader in the
field of bicycle safety. As a result, ABUS has earned a reputation as a reliable partner for bicycle enthusiasts, offering
comprehensive security solutions that allow users to enjoy their passion without worrying about the safety of their equipment.
 

 

ABUS WingBack Goldfish Orange L road helmet

WingBack -. Minimalist Design, Maximum Performance

Discover the perfect combination of style, functionality and lightness with the WingBack helmet - an uncompromising choice
for cycling enthusiasts. Designed for users who appreciate simplicity and advanced technology, this urban and road helmet
surprises with its minimalist design and sophisticated features.

Minimalist Design, Maximum Impression

WingBack looks extremely modern thanks to its minimalist form. Underneath the winged design, however, are advanced
features often derived from high-performance helmets. Deep ventilation channels, thin struts and a tear-off edge at the back
emphasize the helmet's sporty character.

Lightweight and Durable

The WingBack helmet is a unique combination of polycarbonate (PC) and polystyrene (EPS), which gives it not only a
lightweight look, but also exceptional durability. With a weight of only 270 grams, it provides comfort even on long tours.

Innovative FlowStraps
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The FlowStraps are not only a stylistic element, but also an innovative solution. They don't flutter, and more importantly,
they don't require a splitter. It's simplicity in use, leaving the user focused on the ride itself.

Quick Adjustment Thanks to Zoom Ace

Thanks to the Zoom Ace adjustment system, adjusting the helmet to your head size becomes quick and effortless. The kitka
will also find its perfect place, ensuring comfort even during dynamic riding.

Technical Specifications

Helmet type: City helmet, Race bike helmet
Color: Orange
Colors: Goldfish Orange
Surface: Shiny
Size: L
Head size: 57-61 cm
Backlighting: No
Weight: 270 g

Put on your helmet, get on your bike and ride in fixie-rider style. WingBack is the perfect combination of functionality,
performance and elegance.
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